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This product has been manufactured to the highest possible standards using
modern manufacturing processes and materials. With the appropriate in-home
care and maintenance it will provide years of trouble free performance.
Please inspect the product thoroughly, before commencing any work, making
sure that it meets your full requirements for colour matching and is free from
any scratches or blemishes. Once the product has been drilled for hinges or
handles, fitted or cut etc. in any way it cannot be replaced. When fitting hinges
or handles please ensure that ‘sharp’ tooling is used and the door or drawer
front is placed on a clean, soft cushioned surface to avoid scratching or
damaging the fascia.

Care and Maintenance Instructions
Many multi-purpose cleaning agents are unsuitable for use on this product, as
aggressive cleaning chemicals can result in irreversible damage. Please follow
the suggested guidelines carefully:

USE a 95% warm water and 5% mild soap solution, wiping with a damp, not
wet, cloth and then drying with a soft clean cloth. Never allow water or fluids to
lie on the surface, any spills, including cooking splashes should be wiped away
immediately. Dust with a soft clean cloth only.

DO NOT USE

wax furniture polish, abrasive scouring powders or
aggressive cleaners, bleach or chlorine based cleaners, multi-purpose
cleaners, alcohol, solvent or similar products.

Here at DVD Ltd we are constantly developing and improving our products and we reserve the right to alter specifications
without prior notice. All details correct at time of publication.
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